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Issues with and impact of extended warranties

Contractors are familiar with many types of warranties, including 
express, implied, full, general and limited warranties, as well as 
warranties governed by the Uniform Commercial Code (warranty 
of merchantability and warranty of fitness for particular purpose).

In the construction industry, typical warranty periods for  
general contractors are one year, and in some instances two  
years, following substantial completion. However, long-term 
warranties are becoming more common as owners and design 
professionals seek to transfer risk to contractors and their 
sureties. We frequently see construction contracts containing 
warranty provisions of extended duration, up to 10 or 20 years. 

This is challenging for the contractor and surety, as the contractor 
is typically paid in full upon final completion and long before the 
expiration of the extended warranty period, leaving no contract 
balance out of which to pay for the warranty work. For the surety, 
it becomes impossible to assess a contractor’s continued financial 
viability into the distant future and thus properly assess the risk. 

Extended warranty periods may increase the cost of construction, 
as the cost of bonds for these projects may be significantly higher. 
A standard industry practice in lieu of the general contractor 
providing extended warranties for specific portions of the work is 
to limit the general contractor’s obligation for long-term warranties 
solely to delivering them to the owner. This is a key point for 
contractors when negotiating their contracts with owners.

One-year call-back period vs. extended warranty

It is important to draw a distinction between a typical  
one-year corrective period following substantial completion  
for nonconforming work and the general warranty(ies) for  
which contractors and sureties may be bound, depending on  
the terms of the contract and bond. The latter typically requires 
the contractor to warrant that materials and equipment will  
be of good quality and new unless otherwise permitted in 
the contract; the work will be performed according to the 
requirements in contract documents; and, the work will be  
free from defects unless inherent, as required or permitted  
by the contract.

A warranty promises that the party issuing 
the warranty stands behind its work or 
product, as may be specified or limited in the 
warranty language, for a defined period of 
time; however, warranties are not intended 
to be a mechanism for owners to forestall 
taking ownership and responsibly using and 
maintaining the product or work.

Some departments of transportation use 
extended warranties as a substitute for 
inspections, testing and maintenance  
by their own personnel.



For example, the AIA A201-2007 General Conditions of the 
Contract for Construction (“A201”) provides that within one 
year following substantial completion or other designated date 
for the work at issue, the contractor must promptly correct faulty 
work upon prompt notice from the owner unless the owner has 
previously accepted such work in writing. This one-year correction 
period is in addition to any obligations that the contractor has by 
virtue of other warranties established in the contract documents, 
such as in the general conditions, project manuals, and/or 
specifications for specified work or equipment.

As contractors, you should be mindful of the language in  
the contract documents to make certain that warranties, as  
well as the provisions of the entire contract, are consistent. 
Establishing an order of precedence in the contract is also 
important in the event of conflicting terms. The goal is to  
negotiate for the shortest reasonable time for warranties – ideally 
one year. Contractors should also seek to negotiate with the 
owner to provide “pass-through” warranties from subcontractors, 
manufacturers and suppliers so that owners may proceed directly 
against those subcontractors, manufacturers and suppliers  
instead of the contractor. In any case, the contractor should  
think about warranty obligations when preparing bids and  
price accordingly. You may want to consider hiring competent 
legal counsel to review and negotiate contract terms, including 
warranty provisions.

Duration of exposure to breach of warranty claims

When is a contractor’s exposure to a construction defect claim 
finally extinguished? The answer will depend primarily the following: 
 
1. When the alleged defect was or should have been  
     discovered 

2. The rules of law that apply in the jurisdiction where 
     the project is located

3. The terms and conditions of the contract and the     
     performance bond

Final completion is a major milestone on the road to a liability-free 
project. In most, if not all, jurisdictions, by finally accepting the 

project, the owner waives all claims against the contractor and 
surety for patent defects in the contractor’s work. A patent  
defect is a defect that would be discovered by a reasonably  
careful inspection.

Another major milestone is the end of any corrective period 
following substantial completion. As discussed previously, the  
A201 provides for a one-year corrective period following 
substantial completion during which the owner has a duty 
to notify the contractor of any nonconforming work that is 
discovered during the corrective period. According to the official 
commentary to the A201 form, one important consequence of 
the one-year corrective period is that “[i]f the owner discovers 
nonconforming work [during the one-year period] and fails to 
notify the contractor, the owner waives its right against  
the contractor to require correction of that work and its  
warranty right with respect to that work.”

If, however, the construction defect at issue is not and could not 
have reasonably been discovered either at final completion or 
during the corrective period, then the defect is a latent defect. 
The contractor is well advised to negotiate for a contract provision 
stating that the post-completion warranty is the exclusive remedy 
for deficiencies observed after substantial completion. If the owner 
will not agree to such a provision, then the contractor’s exposure to 
latent defect claims may not be extinguished until the expiration of 
the applicable statute of limitation or statute of repose. The surety 
may also want to incorporate a limitations clause into the bond form 
or amend the owner’s bond form to limit warranty obligations to an 
acceptable period of time (although in some jurisdictions, courts 
will not enforce contractual provisions that attempt to shorten 
the applicable statute of limitation period). Hiring a local attorney, 
especially in states where the contractor does not typically work,  
is money well spent.

Contractors should beware of contracts that provide that when 
warranty work is performed during the corrective period, then 
that work is warranted for an additional period of time. This 
“reset” mechanism can potentially extend the corrective period 
for an unreasonable period of time, even beyond the statute  
of repose that applies in the jurisdiction.
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10 takeaways for contractors

1.  Know what your contract says – and remember that everything in a contract is negotiable.

2.  Negotiate up front for the shortest reasonable warranty(ies) you can – ideally one year following substantial completion.

3.  The one-year call-back period is most likely in addition to other express warranties in the contract, so negotiate to limit the 
contractor’s obligation to solely “passing through” warranties by subcontractors, manufacturers and suppliers to the owner.

4.  Retain language stating or negotiate contract term that the owner must notify the contractor of nonconforming work 
discovered within one year of substantial completion or the owner waives right to require correction.

5.  Negotiate for term that post-completion work is the exclusive remedy for deficiencies noted after substantial completion.

6.  Know and negotiate all warranties throughout the contract documents, including project manuals and specifications, and take 
that risk into consideration when preparing and pricing your bids.

7.  Warranties and other contract terms may not be consistent, so negotiate for an acceptable order of precedence of clause to 
be inserted into your contract.

8.  Beware of the “reset” mechanism that can extend your warranty exposure.

9.  If enforceable in your state, negotiate for a contractual limitation (e.g., one or two years) to limit post-project  
acceptance obligations.

There is a glaring exception to the general rule that the  
statute of repose establishes the date for extinguishing the 
contractor’s exposure to claims for latent construction defects.  
In a 2014 case, the Supreme Court of North Carolina held that  
the contractor had waived the protection of the statute of  

repose by agreeing to a warranty period that was longer than  
the statute of repose period. This is yet another compelling  
reason for contractors and their sureties to oppose  
long-term warranties.

10. Consider involving your lawyer to assist you with contract negotiations as
       it may save you money in the long run.


